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Abstract
The purpose of this investigation was to develop a method that
could be used to estimate the necessary bore load on a part quenched in
a quenching machine with an expanding segmented die. Such a.method would
be of special benefit to gear manufacturers with little quenching ex
perience; and it could also help to greatly reduce or eliminate the very
costly trial and error procedure presently used. The method must be
simple enough to be used in a production situation.
Such a method has been developed for estimating the expander
cylinder force required to produce the greatest amount of correction in
the out of round of a ring part with the least expansion of the bore.
The theory has been developed for each portion of the procedure.
Elastic deflections and stresses of the part, as predicted by the theory,
have been compared with a finite element modeled part which agreed with
the theory within 8%.
Also, two test cases were made to determine how well the overall
procedure compared with actual successful production examples, and it
was found that the procedure does quite accurately predict the necessary
bore loads.
The limitations of the procedure and other factors not included in
the procedure have been discussed.
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Nomenclature
Ap Area of the expander cylinder.
Cp Ratio of the expander cylinder force to the radial force exerted
by the die segments on the bore of the part.
C The plastic deformation factor.
d Radial thickness of the ring.
d$ Arc length of a differential element afits centroid,
Du Deflection in the horizontal direction
Di Inside diameter of the ring.
Dm Mean diameter of the ring.
Do Outside diameter of the ring.
D Deflection in the vertical direction.
C Distance of the neutral axis from the centroid of a curved beam.
E Tensile modulus of elasticity.
F Shape factor for the cross section of the ring.
G Shear modulus of elasticity.
H Plastic modulus of elasticity.
I Moment of inertia.
KE Elastic stiffness of the ring.
Ku Correction factor for the horizontal deflection,
K Correction factor for the vertical deflection,
M Bending moment.
N Normal force.
P Load across the diameter of a ring.
viii
PL A measure of the amount of plastic deformation, the ratio of the
total deformation to the deformation required to produce yielding.
R Radius of the center of gravity axis.
RN Radius of the neutral axis.
T Tensile force.
Tp Effective axial thickness.
U Strain energy.
V Shear force.
W Load across the diameter of a ring.
W Load across the diameter of a ring required to produce yielding,
W Load across the diameter of a ring of unit axial thickness,
y required to produce yielding.
y Distance from the center of gravity axis.
y Angle from the horizontal axis.
& Change in the amount of out of round of a ring.
K Radial displacement of a point on a ring which is located where
load W is applied.
&B Radial displacement of a point on a ring which is perpendicular
to the load W.
8 Change in the amount of out of round of a ring required to
y produce yielding.
5 . Radial displacement of a point on a ring which is located where>A
load W is applied,
5
R Radial displacement of a point on a ring which is perpendicularyb
to the load W .
e Strain .
8 Included angle of expander cone.
m Coefficient of friction.
a Yield strength of the material at the specified quench temperature.
ix
Introduction
To reduce cost or increase horsepower capacity, gears are often case
carborized and quench hardened. In recent years there has been an
increased demand for larger and more highly stressed gears.
New equipment is being developed to manufacture these large gears.
Quenching machines presently exist for quenching gears up to 80 inches
in diameter.
The casehardening of gears often causes distortions that may cause
them to go out of round. This could be the result of nonuniform heating
of the part, or due to the way in which the part was supported in the
furnace, or for other reasons having to do with the material and its
previous processing. The quenching machine applies axial and radial
loads on the gear to prevent major distortions.
The purpose of this investigation was to develop a means of estima
ting the radial load that would produce the greatest amount of shape
control without enlarging the bore.
Figure 1 shows a typical Gleason quenching press. Parts to be
quenched are loaded onto the table of the machine, which has a set of
segmented dies that when expanded will load the bore. The segments are
driven radially outward by the cone-shaped element No. 12 shown in Figure 2.
The cone is driven by a pneumatic or hydraulic cylinder. The magnitude
of the forces applied to a hot workpiece should never exceed the minimum
force needed to achieve the necessary shape control .
The present means of setting the bore loads is based on the expe
rience of the operator and a trial and error procedure, which may be
quite satisfactory for small, inexpensive parts run in large quantities;
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GLEASON NC.5J1 QUENCHING MACHINE
Oil Flew end Ci/encfiing Die
FIG. 2
but for large parts run in small lot quantities or for a customer with
little experience in the quenching of ringed parts in an expanding die,
it may become very costly and unsatisfactory.
Presented here is a procedure for estimating the force required to
round up an oval shaped bore without enlarging it. This method will
give the machine operator a starting point that should be reasonably
close to the optimum force rather than requiring an intuitive guess for
the first try. The following variables will be Considered in the
proposed procedure: part geometry, i.e., outside diameter, inside
diameter, part height, and the anticipated amount the part will be out
of round. This method also incorporates the effect of material proper
ties such as yield strength and tensile modulus of elasticity at the
elevated temperatures.
The Summary of a New Procedure presents an outline of the new
procedure and its development.
To verify the validity of this new procedure, case histories from
customers'
experience have been investigated. The required bore loads
predicted by the new procedure compare quite closely with the bore loads
being used in successful quenching operations.
Summary of a New Procedure
The normal function of the expander piston is to provide the force
needed for roundness control in the bore of the workpiece. The ap
proximate force value required to achieve the desired rounding effect
is a function of the following workpiece dimensions:
DQ - outside diameter
D. - inside diameter
Tp - effective thickness
For external spur and helical gears, D is the diameter of the
circle at the root of the teeth; while for internal gears, D. is the
diameter of the circle at the roots of the teeth. If the cross section
of the workpiece is not rectangular, Tp is the axial thickness of an
equivalent rectangular section which has the same inner and outer
diameter and approximately the same moment of inertia about a central
axis parallel to the workpiece axis. (See Figure 3 for calculation
procedures for some of the common workpiece configurations). The Tp
value for a bevel gear with a web can be determined by using the
procedure at (a) and (c) Figure 3 .
The approximate force value required to achieve the desired
rounding effect is also a function of the following material properties
at the quench temperature:
E - tensile modulus of elasticity
G - shear modulus of elasticity
<T - yield strength
H - plastic modulus
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Each of these properties is discussed in Sections 2 and 8.
With the above workpiece dimensions and material properties, we may
use the following new procedure. Each one of these steps is developed
in one of the sections of this study.
1. Determine the value of W from the graph in Figure 4, W is the
J -/
radial load required to produce the onset of yielding In a ring of
unit axial thickness having a yield strength of 2000 P.S.I. The
development of Figure 4 is discussed in Section 4.
2. Determine the value of Kp from the graph in Figure 5. This Kp value
is the elastic stiffness of a ring of unit axial thickness having
a tensile modulus of 8x10 P.S.I. The value of tensile modulus will
vary for different quenching temperatures. For a quenching temperature
of 1550F, it would appear that a tensile modulus of 10x10 would be
closer to the data presented in Section 2. Modification for the use
of a tensile modulus different from 8x10 can be made in step 4. The
development of Figure 5 is discussed in Section 5.
3. Determine the value of I from the graph in Figure 6, or measure the
amount of out of roundness of the bore of the part as it comes out
,of
the furnace (see Figure 7), The development of Figure 6 is dis
cussed in Section 6.
4. Calculate the value of P, using the following equation:
p. = 2fy jsoo. CSil)
L
w <T
8x10
P. is a measure of the amount of plastic deformation (.the ratio of
the total deformation to the deformation required to produce the
onset of yielding).
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Determine the value of C from the graph in.Figure % using PL from
step 4. C is the plastic deformation factor, or the ratio of
the load when plasticity is included to the load required to
produce a totally elastic deformation. The development of Figure
8 is discussed in Section 1.
Select the value of Cr from table 2.
Friction Factor
Table 2
Cone*
Angle
Thick
Do/Di 1.35
Thin
Do/Di 1.35
30
40
60
.127
.296
.634
1.10
1.39
2.14
*Included angle on Expander Cone
CF is the ratio of the expander force to the radial force exerted
by the die segments on the bore of the part. The development of
Table 2 is discussed in Section 7.
12
7. Calculate the value of Pp, the expander pressure, using the foT
lowing equation:
(S.2)PE =
KETE$Cp CF E
AE
8xl06
where Ap is the area of the expander cylinder.
The use of the above procedure is illustrated in Section 8,
13
Section 1 - Discussion of Finite Element Modeling
A two dimensional finite element model was made using four noded
plane stress elements. The finite element programs used were developed
at the Gleason Works using subroutines from the Finite Element Analysis
Basic Library, (F.E.A.B.L.) developed at the Massachusetts Institute
l *
of Technology .
One quadrant of a ring of rectangular cross-section was modeled,
with the constraints shown in Figure 9. The outside diameter of the
model was 50 inches with an inside diameter of 32 inches and a thick
ness of 6 inches.
The model was loaded with three different types of loads. One of
the loading types was accomplished by applying points loads on the
bore using the Gleason program TESTSYS/R00102. This loading scheme
was used to determine the effect of the angular position of the die
segments relative to the minor diameter of the bore. This loading
method was also used to analyze the effect of various numbers of die
segments.
A second means of loading the model was to apply a stepped hydrosta
tic load on the bore. This was done using a modified Gleason TESTSYS/
R00102 program. The loading was to simulate the effect of using dies
with large numbers of segments.
A third method was to apply specified displacement constraints
for the bore nodes in contact with the die segments. The loads required
to produce these specified deflections were then determined. To
*References cited in Section 12.0
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determine these loads, the Gleason program TESTSYS/R00102 was modified
to save, as a vector, the rows of the stiffness matrix corresponding
to the nodes with specified deflections. Each of these vectors was
then multiplied by the nodal displacement vector to get each of the
nodal loads (See Figure 10).
MKn, Kl2, K13 Kjn
Kn, Ki2, Kj3 Kin
Kjl' Kj2' Kj3 Kjn
Knl' Kn2' Kn3 Knn
Stiffness Nodal Load
Matrix Displacement
Vector
Vector
Figure 10
This means of loading the ring was used to simulate the die
segments in the shape of circular arcs, contacting the initially oval-
shaped bore. Initial contact between the die segment and the bore of
the part would be at point A in the center of the segment as shown in
Figure 11.
16
Figure 11
As the segments were expanded, the ring began to bend around the
contacting segment, causing an increased contact area between the
segment
and'
the part. This was modeled into the finite element model
by initially specifying a displacement in the radial direction for node
19 (Figure 12). The displacement of node 18 was then noted to determine
what the remaining gap was between node 18 of the ring and point B on
the die segment. If the gap had not been closed by the first specified
displacement of node 19, further specified displacements were made at
node 19 until the gap between the ring and the segment at node 18 was
closed. For the next increment of loading, equal displacements in the
Y direction were specified for both nodes 18 and 19. Again displace
ments at the next node, i.e. node 17 were noted to determine if contact
had been made between that node and the segment. This same step-by-
step interactive procedure was continued until the die segment at point
M (Figure 11) contacted the bore of the ring. It would be expected that
this would occur approximately when the correction in the out of round
equaled the initial out of round of the bore. At this point any ad
ditional loading would not produce any further correction of the ring.
17
yt
Figure 12
A modification of the Gleason program TESTSYS/R00102 was made to
accumulate the stresses induced, i.e. cr and <r by each step-by-stepx y
load interaction. Also, after each load interaction, the principal
stresses of each element were determined for the total of that load
interaction plus each of the previous load interactions.
For the first load interaction, all the elements of the model
were given values of elastic modulus based on the temperature of the
part. When a principal stress in an element exceeded the yield strength
of the material at the elevated temperature, the elastic modulus E was
changed to the plastic modulus H for that element. This allowed for
the modeling of local plastic deformations in the ring. This will be
discussed further in Section 2 "Material Properties at Elevated
Temperatures." An example of this loading means and the resulting
18
applied loads, displacements and stresses is shown in Appendix C.
The effect of this localized plastic deformation can be seen in
Figure 13. The dashed line shows the correction of the out of round
of the ring versus the bore load applied for totally elastic deflections.
The solid line shows the load correction curve when allowance was made
for localized plastic deflections.
It would be desirable to be able to multiply any point on the dashed line
by a plastic deformation factor (C ) to arrive at the corresponding
r
value of radial load on the solid line of Figure 13. These plastic
deflection factors have been plotted in Figure 4 (in the Summary of a
New Procedure) against a nondimentional ratio of the bore shape correc
tion (^) to the bore shape correction required to produce the onset
of yielding (S )
It may be possible to model almost any geometry of ring by the
finite element method; but at this time it would not seem practical to
make a finite element analysis for every different part to be quenched,
It was decided to develop a set of equations that would incorporate
the geometry of the part (Ro, Ri , Tp, ) as well as the material
properties at the elevated temperature (E, H, V , (T ) . These equations
would be used to plot a set of curves that would be used for a wide
range of geometries and material properties. The development of the
equations for elastic stresses is found in Section 4. The development
of the equations for elastic deflections is found in Section 5,
19
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Section 2 - Material Properties of Case Hardening Steel at Elevated
Temperatures.
2.1 Tensile Modulus of Elasticity
Due to the fact that case hardening steels are significantly
temperature dependent in their elastic modulus, it is necessary to find
the temperature dependency of moduli in detail by effective experiments.
Elastic-moduli measurement falls into two broad categories; that is
*
testing under static loading conditions and under dynamic loading
conditions. By assuming that the material is isotropic, it is necessary
then to define only two elastic constants, that is, Young's modulus E,
and the shear modulus G. A third constant, Poisson's ratio, can be
computed if both E and G are known. Under static loading, Young's
modulus can be determined from a simple tension or bending test and the
shear modulus can be determined from a torsion test. In such tests
fairly high stress levels are reached. In those techniques of calcu
lating the elastic moduli, it is necessary to minimize the effect of
creep, and only the linear range of the load-displacement graph is
employed. Besides, the static loading method has several shortcomings ;
the influence of relaxation effects at the elevated temperature,
elastic hysteresis, and often the static tests show a greater de
crease in modulus with increasing temperature than do the dynamic tests.
Another drawback to static-type testing is that many specimens are
required.
There are two convenient dynamic methods of measuring elastic
moduli, that is, the velocity of longitudinal and transverse waves
21
produced by high frequency pulses, and the resonance frequency in
oscillating systems.
For this analysis the static moduli values have been used. It was
felt that because the static moduli include the effect of creep and the
influence of relaxation at quenching temperatures, the actual conditions
in the ring during straightening would be more closely duplicated. Due
to the fact that there is going to be some creep and relaxation of the
ring, the use of the static moduli may somewhat tend to compensate for
this condition. Also, the static moduli tests more closely duplicate
the range of stresses that the ring in the quench die will encounter.
For these reasons only static moduli will be discussed here, but there
2 3 4has also substantial data compiled for dynamic moduli. ' '
5
Burnett has found the elastic modulus to be independent of carbon
content in the temperature range from 80F to 1700F. This is quite
important in this investigation in that the carbon content near the
surface of case hardened parts is substantially higher than the
carbon content in the core material. Clark has also found the modulus
to be independent of alloy content for a variety of steels. This also
helps to simplify matters as only one modulus curve is needed for all
ferritic steels.
Data for the tensile modulus of elasticity of ferritic steels below
1000F is quite numerous and in fairly general agreement for many steel
alloys. At room temperature the tensile modulus is close to 30x10
P.S.I. and decreases linearly to about
24xl06 P.S.I. at 900F and then
begins to drop at an increasing rate at higher temperatures (see Figure
14). For temperatures above 1000F,data on the tensile modulus of
22
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ferritic steel is very scarce due to the difficulty in making the tests
at these temperatures.
5
Recently Burnett has made measurements of the static modulus of
elasticity of 8620 steel for temperatures up to 1700F. This test data
seems to follow quite closely the data reported by O.A. Johnson (see
Figure 14). At 1550F, the typically used quenching temperature, these
two sources would place the tensile modulus of elasticity at
llxlO6
P.S.I. plus or minus 2xl06 P.S.I.
2.2 Shear Modulus of Elasticity and Poisson's Ratio
In addition to the tensile modulus of elasticity either the shear
modulus of elasticity or Poisson's ratio need to be known in order to
solve the curve beam flexural equation and to do the finite element
analysis. If any two of these three material properties are known the
third may be determined from the following equation:
V = _J_ - 1 (2.1)
2G
where V is poisson's ratio, E is the tensile modulus and G is the shear
modulus. Since there is no way of directly measuring Poisson's ratio
experimentally we need to know the shear modulus. No test data could
be found for the static shear modulus at elevated temperatures, but
4
accustical methods were used by Carnevale, Lynneworth and Larson to
measure both the shear and tensile modulus of 4340 steel up to 1000C
Cl832F). See Figure 15. Using equationC2.l) Figure 16 shows Poisson's
ratio for 4340 steel up to 1100C. It can beseenthat Poisson's ratio
does not drastically change as a function of temperature, For the
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work that has been done for this report a value of Poisson's ratio of
.303 has been used. It was found that if a value of Poisson's ratio
of .330 had been used instead of the room temperature value of .303 the
value of Kr would have only been decreased by .3%. Therefore, this
difference is of no real significance.
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In the plastic range, however, the value of Poisson's ratio can go
up to the theoretical value of 0.5. To determine what the largest
possible error that may have been incurred by using the room temperature
elastic value of Poisson's ratio was a calculation of Kr for an entire
ring with a Poisson's ratio of ,5 was made. This Kr value was compared
to the K value calculated for Poisson's ratio of .303 and found to be
only 2.3% less. Therefore, the actual error incurred will be less than
2,3% because the entire ring does not go into the'plastic range and
also the Poisson's ratio in the plastic range is probably less than 0,5.
Therefore, it would appear that very little error is introduced by
using the room temperature elastic value of Poisson's ratio in the
present calculations.
2.3 Yield Strength of Carburizing Steel at Elevated Temperatures.
Figure 17 shows the yield strength of 8620 steel up to 1700F for
tests conducted by two steel companies '
' Below 1000F there is
little correlation between the two tests because of differences in the
heat treatment history of the steels, but above 1000F there is reason
able correlation in the values of yield strength reported.
From Figure 17 it can be seen that between 1000F and 1300F yield
strength drops about 30%. Between 1300F and 1400F <T drops another
50%. This sharp discontinuity is due to a change in phase that occurs
in the steel at approximately 1330F. Above 1400F the yield strength
decreases only slightly with increasing temperature,
2,4 Stress Strain Curve of Carburizing Steel at Quench Temperatures,
Figure 18 shows a typical stress strain series of curves for 8660
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steel from tests done by Burnett5. These curves all seem to be made
up of two distinct parts, an elastic portion and a plastic portion. The
elastic portion may be approximated as a straight line with a slope of
E, the tensile modulus of elasticity. The plastic portion may also be
approximated as a straight line with a slope H, which we will call the
plastic modulus. It can be seen that as the test temperature increases
both the elastic and plastic modulus decrease. Figure 19 shows a stress
strain curve for 8620 steel at 1700F. At 1500F -the stress strain
curve would look similar but would have a high yield strength: 5900 P.S.I
elastic modulus:
9.5xl06
P.S.I., and plastic modulus:
MOxlO6
P.S.I.
With just these three values the stress strain curve can be closely
approximated as two straight lines.
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Section 3 - Determination of the Load for Maximum Correction and the
Result of Additional Loading.
3.1 Load for Maximum Correction
It would be expected that as the die segments expand, the part
would continue to be rounded up from the time the first set of segments
contact the bore until all the segments have contacted the bore. It
might also be expected that all the segments would contact the bore
when the part has been rounded up.
These assumptions were tested using the finite element model
described in section 1.1 using the third loading method. It was assumed
that initially the bore of the part was in the shape of an ellipse, with
a minor axis .120 inches less than the major axis, i.e. a total indicator
runout (T.I.R.) of .060 inches. Each of the die segments were modeled
as arcs of a circle of radius Ri . It was then possible to calculate
the distance in the Y direction between the bore of the ring and the
corresponding point on the contacting segment (Figure 12 of section 1).
To load the ring, displacements were specified for the nodes
contacting the segment in an incremental way. A displacement of con
tacting nodes was made; then the displacements of neighboring nodes was
checked to determine whether they had come into contact with the segment.
This process was repeated as the contact spread starting at node 19 and
point A and spreading toward node 14 and point F (Figure 12).
For each of these load increments the displacements of node 7
and point M were observed. Loading continued until contact between
node 7 and point M was made, and it was felt that at this point the
maximum correction of the bore shape had been made.
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3.2 Results of Additional Loading
One more load increment was made by specifying displacements for
contacting nodes on the segment containing point A and by specifying
a radial displacement of node 7. As anticipated, the loads increased
with essentially no further correction in the part shape, being shown
quite clearly in Figure 13. At the point where the second segment began
to contact the part, the correction was equal to .065 inches, and
the load began to go nearly straight up; indicating that the maximum
correction for out of roundness had been made and any further applied
load would only enlarge the bore.
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Section 4 - Elastic Stresses in Curved Beams
The case under investigation here may be modeled as a ring shown
in Figure 20, i.e. an oval ring subjected to two equal and opposite
forcesP acting along t'-e minor axis of the oval. Due to symmetry only
one quadrant of the oval needs to be considered.
Figure 20
It will be assumed in this discussion that the total cross-section
of the part is such that the line joining the centroids of the bar,
called the center line, is a plane curve and that the cross sections
have an axis of symmetry in this plane. The case of non-symmetrical
cross section is discussed by F.K. G. Odqvist .
In analyzing the deflection of a ring loaded by two forces acting
along its diameter, it is customary to assume that normal and shear
stress can be neglected provided the cross-sectional dimensions are
small compared with the mean radius of the ring. However, when the
elastic ring has an appreciable radial thickness in relation to the
33
mean radius the more exact engineering procedure is to employ the
curved-beam theory,which takes into account the effects of shear and
direct stresses. The basic concepts of the theoretical analysis of
12deflection for a thick curved barhavebeen outlined by Timoshenko ,
14
Seely and others. The same concepts will be used in this investiga
tion.
Now from the free body diagram in Figure 20 we will assume that
VA = Vg = T^ = 0. Summing the forces in the y direction we find that
p
Tn = - 2 The magnitude of bending moment MR and M. acting on this
cross section are statically indeterminate and may be found by the
Castigliano theorem. It is seen from the condition of symmetry that
the cross section at B does not rotate during the bending of the ring.
Hence the rotation corresponding to Mg in Figure 20 is zero and
d U
- 0 (4.1)
dMB
in which U is the strain energy of the quadrant of the ring which vie
are considering. For any cross section Z at an angle Jf with the
horizontal the bending moment is
M = M -DHL (i _ cosy ; (4>2)u 2 2
and
d M = 1
dMB
The strain energy of bending is given by the equation
34
C4,3)
in which the integration is extended along the total length S of the bar.
Substituting equation [4. 3) into equation (4.1) we find that
* r%
1
EI
MJLJL Rmd^
dMB
EIz
[m6 - j Rm (1-cosy ) ] Rm d*
from which
MB =-^-BHL d _ 1 ) = >182 P Rrn
Substituting into equation (4.2), we obtain
Mft =
L_Rm ( cos r _|) (4>4)
The bending moment at any cross section of the ring may be calcu
lated from this expression. The greatest bending moments are at the
points of application of the forces P. Substituting ~6 = T/2 in
equation (4.4) we find
MA = " ^JT1 = "'318 P Rm ^4.5)
The minus sign indicates that the moments at the points of application
1Bof the forces P tend to increase the curvature, while the moment Mn at
point B tends to decrease the curvature of the ring.
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It can be seen from the above discussion that the greatest stresses
will occur at cross section A. Therefore, to find the load P required
to cause initial yielding, we will determine the stress at section A.
This is a rather unique section in that it is loaded in pure bending;
i.e., no shear or normal forces.
The distribution of stresses across a thin curved beam, i.e.,where Do
Di
is less than 1.3, vary little from that in a straight beam. This would
be the case for parts like bearing races, but for "bevel gears and
webbed spur gears straight beam stress distribution would not be ac
curate. When the Do/Di ratio is greater than 1.3, the stresses normal
to any cross section are given by the Winkler Bach formula.
Yl
Figure 21
Isolate from the beam of Figure 20 the element ABCD shown in
Figure 21. Assuming that plane sections before bending remain plane
after bending, the section AB and CD after bending will rotate to the
positions
A' B' and
A' C so that one fiber such as N-N becomes the
neutral axis. The length of any fiber such as MN after bending will
36
become M1 Nj and the strain of this fiber will be
= Mj_ Nj - MN = (R + y - Rn) d*
(R + y) dMN
Rn "1
(R + y)J
d>c
de
(4.6)
where R is the radius of the center of gravity axis and Rn is the
radius of the neutral axis. Assuming that the effect of radial strain
and shearing strain on the normal strain is neglected and from Hook's
Law the stress is given by
CT= EE = E 1--5D_1
_
R + y J d9
(4.7)
At any section such as A-B we have no normal force so that
dA = 01 <TdA = E -^^A de ^A ['"(R^y)
where A is the area of cross section. Using this relation we are able
to locate the neutral axis as
Rn =
A
i dA
(4.8)
R+y
In a bent curve beam the neutral axis and the center of gravity axis
do not coincide (Rn fi R) since
R I (A ^A R + y)dA
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The moment of the forces acting on the segment of Figure 21 is equal to
the external moment M.
ZM = 0 or JA (T(R + y)dA = MA
Substituting equation (4.7) we have
MA= JA r (R + y)dA
CT = E
MA = ES ^ (R + y)dA
Substituting for from equation (4.6) we get
M = E f (R+y ' Rn>d<(R + y)dA
rt JA (R + y)dG
MA=EI? f (R + y - RnldA - ES -|^
where S = A (R - Rn) is the moment of the area of cross section about
the neutral axis. Equation (4.7) may be written as
<r-S<l--) - TT^nrrr [T+ir-V] C4.9)M (a. Rn_ MS u" R+y ; A(R+y)
The curve of <T versus the ordinate y is a hyperbola (Figure 21) with
its maximum valve at the inside fiber where y is negative.
In order to determine stresses using equation (4.9) we must first
evaluate Rn,the radius of curvature of the neutral fiber. Rn can be
determined analytically if the equation of the contour of the cross
38
section is known. For more common sections such as the rectangle,
trapazoid, triangle, circle and sections made up of these shapes we are
able to integrate equation (4.81. For this discussion we shall limit
our attention to the rectangular cross section of Figure 22.
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Figure 22
Substituting into equation (4,8) we have
A
Rn dA
Ja R+y Tr
U -
hd
n d dy
2
R+y In (R+y) h/2
h
2
or Rn
In
1 + 2R
2R
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Thus, to determine the load at which yielding begins, we need to
calculate the stress at the inside of the ring at the point of applica
tion of load P. Substituting the following into equation (4.9}
Ri = R + y
M = - ^H. from eqn (4.5)
A = (Ro - Ri) TE
y =
Ro - Ri
R-Rn
2
R -
ln
1+
2R
1-
R
c In (B*L.)
R/c-1 J
c = R
Ro - Ri
2R
-+1
Ro-Ri
In (-2R -)
where c =
IT max =
L 2R J
Ro - Ri
2
P Rm
Ro-Ri
7T(Ro-Ri)TE Ri
H-
Ro - Ri
R-
Ro - Ri
2R
Ro-Ri
+ 1
ln( 2R
Ro-Ri - 1
4J
but Rm =
Ro + Ri then eqn (4.10) becomes
(4.10)
<rmax = - P (Ro
+ Ri)
27T( Ro-Ri )TE Ri
Ri - Ro
1 -
Ro+Ri Ro - Ri
ln(
Ro+Ri
Ro-Ri
Ro+Ri
Ro-Ri
~1
+ 1
- 1
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ftmax P (Ro + Ri)
2TT(Ro-RilTE Ri
1 -
Ro + Ri
Ro - Ri
In (
Ro+Ri
Ro-Ri +1
Ro+Ri
Ro-Ri
(4.11)
To simplify this equation, let
f _ Ro
+ Ri
Ro - Ri
Then equation (4.11) becomes,.
<r*max = P f
2TTte Ri
1 -
f -
In(S-)f-1
(4.12)
Of real interest is the load W that would just cause yielding
at the inside of a ring of unit thickness at the point of application
of that load. Then solving equation (4.12) for W we get
tfy 2T Ri Y
wy- 1-
1
f -
M^-)
C4.13)
To verify the accuracy of equation 4.13 a finite element
investigation using the model shown in Figure 23 was made. This model
had an outside diameter of 50 inches, an inside diameter of 32 inches
and a thickness of six inches. The load W/2 equal to 10,634 pounds
was applied to the model. The largest stress produced, which occurred
in element 18, was 2070 P.S.I. ; therefore, this finite element model
predicted that a diametral load W of 21,267 pounds would be required to
produce a maximum stress of 2070 P.S.I. in the ring.
Solving equation 4.13 for the same ring having a yield strength
of 2070 P.S.I., this equation would predict that the diametral load
W required to produce a maximum stress of 2070 P.S.I. should be 21,946
pounds. This compares to the value determined by the finite element
model within 4 percent.
-41
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A program was written to solve equation 4.13 on a Hewlet Packard
67 programmable calculator. A listing of the program and instructions
for its use are found in Appendix A. Equation 4.13 has been solved
using 0 equal to 2000 P.S.I., for values of Ri from 7 in. to 24 in.
and for values of Ro from 10 in. to 25 in. This solution is plotted
in Figure 4.
It can be seen from equation 4.13 that the load required to produce
yielding (W ) is a linear function of both the axial thickness of the
ring, (T) and the yield strength of the material, (<T"V). Therefore,
to determine W for any given thickness Tr and any given yield strength
0 y , the following formula is used:
Wv = Wv b (-&-) (4.14)y y 2000
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Section 5 - Elastic Deflections of Curved Beams
5.1 Assumptions
A closed circular ring may be regarded as a statically indeterminate
beam and analyzed as such by the use of Castigliano 's first theorem.
This discussion will be based on the following assumptions: (1)
The ring is of a uniform rectangular cross section, although other
uniform common cross sections such as the trapazoid, triangle or circle
have also been analyzed. (2) The radial thickness of the ring is
small as compared to the mean radius of the ring, i.e. d/R<.5. If this
is not true, the correction factors Ku and Kw found in table 1 may be
applied.
Experimental Deflection Correction Factors
TABLE 1
Do/Di 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9
KH
KV
1.05
1.03
1.115
1.055
1.175
1.090
1.225
1.114
1.275
1.155
1.325
1.180
1.360
1.225
(3) The ring is nowhere stressed beyond the elastic limit. (4) The ring
is not so severely deformed as to lose its essentially circular shape.
(5) The deflections of the ring are due to bending, axial, and transverse
shear stresses in the ring.
5.2 Total Vertical Deflections
To determine the deflection of the ring we will use Castigliano 's
theorem. The theorem states that if external forces act on an elastic
member, the displacement in the direction of the force, at the point of
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application, is equal to the partial derivative of the total elastic
strain energy U in the member with respect to the force. That is:
K- 3U (5.1)
dP
Since we are dealing with elastic conditions, the strain energy in
a differential element of a member is equal to the work done on the
*
element by the force acting on it, and the total strain energy in the
member is equal to the summations of the strain energy of the differential
elements. Thus, an expression for U in a curved beam subjected to a load
P/2 and Mg as illustrated in Figure 24 may be obtained by summing up
the work done on each differential element, such as A B C D of Figure
A
25.
FIGURE 24
FIGURE 25
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in the beam by the internal moments and forces which act on the block.
Let the strain energy of the block be dU which is equal to the
work done on any such block ABCD by M, N, and V. The total strain
energy of the whole beam is U = j"d U . The strain energy d U in any
block is found as the sum of the work done by each of the forces N and
V and by the bending moment M in deforming the block elastically. These
expressions for the strain energy are derived as follows:
Axial Force N
The force N is assumed to produce a stress (T = N/A which is uniform
over area A. The strain energy per unit volume of the block due to N
alone is h ( Tv/E) = h (N /EA ). The volume of the block is A-ds where
ds is the arc length of the block at its centroid. Therefore, the work
done on the block by the force N is equal to the strain energy due to N
and is
h 11 fAHO - 1
N2 d Sd Un " 2 E/\2-(AdS) " 2 EA
The total strain energy in all the blocks due to the normal force N is
Shear Force V
An approximate expression for the strain energy in the differential
block due to the shearing force V is found in a manner similar to that for
the force N, by using the average shearing stress T = V/A. The strain
2 2 2
energy per unit volume is h (T IG) = h (V /GA ), and for the block is
1 V2 ,ahq\ - 1 V2 d S
dUv4^T (Ads)
-
2
DT"
The total strain energy in the whole beam due to shearing force V is
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U -I
" 2 GA
To obtain a more accurate value of the energy due to shear,the right
side of the above equation may be multiplied by F, a shape factor for
the particular cross section. For a rectangular cross section F = 1.2.
Therefore,
UM \ F IF dS (5-3)
Bending Moment M
The work done on the differential block by the bending moment M is
equal to the average moment M/2 multiplied by the angle through which plane
AB rotates relative to plane CD {Ad* in Fig. 25) or %M-^d/ . For
beams in which the depth of the member is small relative to the radius of
curvature, ie. R/d>2, an approximation for the work done by the bending
moment is justified. In such beams, the initial curvature may be
neglected, and the expression for the angle change Ad/ becomes (Mds)/EI.
The work done on the differential element by the moment M in producing
the angle change /1<W becomes
The total strain energy due to the bending moments on all the differential
blocks in the beam is
U . 1 [ lAl (5.4)m 2 J EI
Combination of Moment and Axial Force:
When a curved beam is subjected to both bending stress and direct stress
simultaneously, additional internal work is done beyond that already des
cribed. Let it be considered that the normal force N is applied first,
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and the bending moment M second. This is permissible since the total
internal work will be the same for elastic strains, irrespective of the
order of application of the loads. The rotation of the faces AB and CD
of the block in Fig. 25 due to the moment M causes the resultant normal
force N (assumed to act through the centroid of the section) to move
through a distance . ds, resulting in the additional work or strain
energy
d Umn =mn
M
dumn= Ne.ds
e
0 EAR
d U -M- d S
mn EARm
The total strain energy of all the differental blocks due to the simul
taneous action of bending moment and direct stress is
U
MN , c ,r r\d S (5.5)
mn ^EAR
It should be remembered that the Winkler-Bach derivation neglects
the radial stresses and whatever effects they might have on the cir
cumferential displacements. These effects, however, are very small for
beams with so-called solid types of cross sections, since in this type
of member the radial stresses generally are very small in comparison to
the circumferential stresses.
Total Vertical Deflection
The total strain energy in the beam is equal to the sum of the
values of the work obtained from equations (5.2), (5.3), (5.4), and (5.5)
which gives
U = Un + Uv + Um + Umn (5-6)
or
- 1 f
N2
ds + 1 F f_vi ds + 1 fM2d S +f_MN d"2jEA"dS 2 FJGA S 2fTT^+jEAR b
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For beams in which the depth of the section is small relative to the
radius of curvature the last term may be neglected. The deflection at
the point of application of a load P in the direction of the load P is
found by taking the partial derivative of equation (5.6) with respect to
P. Thus,
-
_su_
rjm ds + F rw ds + rjm ds (57)
dk JEA3P J GA3P J EI3P
Now to determine the deflection of surface B-B in Figure 24 due
m
to the force ,which we will call Z,acting on the quadrant of the ring,
2
by using equation (5.7); this gives one half of the vertical diameter
change. On any section C-C in Figure 24 the direct force N, the
shearing force V, and the bending moment M are determined from the
equilibrium conditions and equation (4.2)
N =-Z cos t V =-Z sinj
M = MB (-Z) R (1 - cos* )
MB = .182 PR (from Section 4)
M = -0.636 ZR + ZR cosy
The partial derivatives with respect to P are
9N
9Z =-COS2T 3 V
a Z = -siner
9 M
a Z = - 0.636 R + R cosy
The substitution of these values into equation (5.7) gives
b
A
= (-Z cosy) (-cos *)Rd +F ( - Z sinjT) (- sin y ) R d
V EA J" GA
+ f (-0.636ZR + Z cosy) (-0,636 R + R cosaQ R dJ,-3
After integrating and collecting terms
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=
z RTT
+
Z R F7T
+
.30 Z R;
A 4 EA 4 GA 2 EI
substituting P^ for Z we get
2
P R7T + P R F7T ,. .075 P
R;
A
8 EA 8 GA EI (5.8)
5.3 Total Horizontal Deflections
To determine the change in diameter of the ring in the horizontal
direction or the deflection of point B of Figure 26, a fictitious load
P will be assumed to act at the point, and the expression for the partial
derivative of U with respect to P'will be found. In the final expression
P*
wi 1 1 be made equal to zero. ip
Figure 26
Fictitious load P1 is applied at diameter B-B as shown in Figure 26,
Again we will call the normal force acting on a quadrant P^ , Z and _' , V
2 2
The expressions for M, N, and V on any section C-C are
N = -Z cos y + V siny
V = -Z sin* -V cosy
M = MB -Z R: (1 - cosy) + V R (1 - sin y )
M = .364 ZR -ZR +ZR cosy -.364Z'R +Z'R -Z'R siny
M = .636 ZR +ZR cos/+ .636'R - Z'R sin r
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The partial derivatives of M, N, and V with respect to V are
^ =
.636 R - R siny
az1
= Slny 5V
- rnc/-*7i - - COStf3Z 3Z(
Substituting iirto equation (5.7) and makinq V = 0 we get
J = = (Vz cosjf) (siny) RdJ , f f*(-Z siny) (-cosy) MyB PZ' ^ EA 1 GA
+ | (-0.636 ZR + ZR cosy) (0.636 R - R sin)Rdy
EII!
After integrating and collecting terms we get
B
= zZE. + fZR + -137
ZR3
2EA 2GA EI
Substituting P^ for Z we get
2
f
r
- PR
,
F P R ,, 0.685 P
R3
^59)B 4EA 4GA EI
Equations (5.8) and (5.9) may be further simplified as follows
I
2EIJA .
fBl (A -
-f, (5.10)
h-^i-w *! i5-11'
where KA = 1 + <* + @
and
^ = x +of .-9
^ _ I
and
AR2
and ft = FEI"GAR2
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5.4 Total Ring Deflections
We now need an expression that will give the load p required to
produce a certain elastic change in the shape of the ring as shown in
Figure 27. The initial shape is shown by the broken
Figure 27
line. As the ring is loaded it will elongate in the direction of the
load, (5A) and contract in the direction normal to the load (,). The
total change in the indicator runout of the ring will be
= L + iB (5.12)
Substituting equations (5.10) and (5.11) into equation (5.12) we get
3
;- p
Rv
ZEI
Then solving for P
2SE I
(7D& - 2) + ( 2 . Jk)
p =
R-
m. _ 2} + (2 . h.)
4
7TJ V 2 j
(5.13)
(5.14)
Ro + Ri
For a rectangular cross section
I = Mdll = b ( Ro -
Ri)3
and Rr.
12 12 2
For a unit axial thickness of the ring TE, which has a rectangular
cross section, and a unit ring deflection $, equation (5.14) will become
.3
Kr
E (Ro - Ri)'
c /Ro+Ri > 36(
o ) (^-|> + <!-!*' (5.15)
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Equation (5.15) has been developed based on the assumption that the
radial thickness (d) of the ring is small as compared to the mean radius
of the ring.i .e.d/R<,5.
13
Blake has shown experimental and theoretical deflection studies
of several steel rings, of uniform rectangular cross section, compressed
by two forces along a diameter and having d/R ratios ranging from .26
to .62 (D/d ratios from 1.3 to 1.9). These experimental investigations
have shown that the curved beam deflection equation's such as equations
(5.10) and (5.11) tend to underestimate the deflection values. Correction
factors for the vertical deflection K and for the horizontal deflection
KH are given in table 1 in appendix B.
Ro
Therefore, if the ring has a d/R ratio .5 ( Rf
= 1.67) it may
be desirable to include these experimentally derived thick ring correction
factors K and K. into equation (5.15). When they are included equation
(5.15) becomes
E (Ro - Ri)3
(5.16)<E=
SMI^.
'
+ i(Mfa)]
-JC/
" "' ,NH
Equation (5.15) is the same as the thick ring curved beam
12 14
equation derived by Timoshenko , Seely and others. If it is
desired to compensate for very large radial thicknesses the appropriate
correction factors may be included as in equation (5.16).
Equation (5.16) has been solved for ratios of Ro to Ri from 1.05 to
1.95, for a ring of unit thickness, with a tensile modulus E, of 8 x 10 P.S.I.,
with a shear modulus G, of 3.07x10 P.S.I. , i.e. V-. 303 and for a unit deflection
^ . A program has been written to solve equation (5.16) on a
Hewlett Packard 67 programmable calculator. A listing of the program
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and instructions for its use are found in Appendix B.
The solution of equation (5.16) has been plotted in Figure 5.
5.5 Total Ring Deflection to Produce the Initial Yielding.
In Chapter 4 we have already determined the load () necessary
to initiate yielding. We have also determined the elastic stiffness of
a unit axial thickness ring in Section 5.3. Therefore, we may now
determine the deflection I resulting from load W .y y
;y= A cs.17)
KE
The load W is a linear function of the yield strength 0~, and
Figure 4 has been plotted assuming a yield strength of 2000 P.S.I. There
fore, equation (5.17) should be modified by the ratio of the actual
yield strength to the assumed yield strength. Also, the elastic stiff
ness KE is a linear function of the modulus of elasticity, and Figure 3
has been plotted assuming a modulus of elasticity of 8 x 10 P.S.I.
Therefore, equation (5.17) could be further modified by the ratio of
the assumed modulus to the actual modulus. Then equation (5.17) would
become
Xy = A (Si (8 x 106 ) (5.18)
K 2000 E
5.6 Comparison with a Finite Element Analysis.
As a check of the validity of equations (5.16) and (5,17) a finite
element investigation of the deflections a typical size ring gear was
made. The gear had an outside diameter of 50 in. and an inside diameter
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of 32 in. and had an axial thickness of six inches. It was loaded with
a 1000 pound load across its diameter. Figure 28 shows a plot of the
finite element model along with the predicted deflections of nodes 115
and 133, The deflection of node 115, which corresponds to $ was .000208
in. The deflection of node 133, which corresponds to J. was .000263 in.
Therefore, the change in the shape of ring would be
J108=
.000263 + .000208 = ,000471 in.
This is the deflection predicted by this finite element model having 108
linear strain elements. A model with a finer mesh size was made to
attempt to determine the effect of the non-linear strain field that
exists across the radial thickness. Therefore, the number of elements
in the radial direction was increased from six to twelve. Also, the
number of elements in the 9 direction was doubled to maintain the same
aspect ratio of the elements (see Figure 29). For this model with 432
linear strain elements the change in shape would be
J432 = .000267 + .000212 = ,000479 in.43
Therefore, the coarse mesh size tends to make the ring act too stiff,
and it would appear that the change in shape as predicted by the finite
element with a very large number of elements would approach .000485 in.
It has been assumed that for beams with a radial thickness which is small
as compared to the mean radius, i.e., d/R<.5, the curved beam equation
55
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(5.15) may be used with little error. For the present example the value
of d/R is .44, which is slightly less than .5. If we determine the
value of KE from equation (5. 15),we may determine the value predicted
by the curved beam theory for the present example as follows:
J--JL-
b(KE)
/curved = ~ = -000518 1n-
beam 6(322,000)
This compares very well with the values determined by the finite
element analysis; the difference between Fcurved beam and "432 onl--' beln9
8%.
If we include the correction factors Ky and KM to account for the
characteristics found experimentally we would solve for KE using equation
(5.16). If we determine the value of Kr for the present example from
equation (5.16) we may determine the change in shape of the ring as
predicted by the modified curved beam equation as follows:
i.-J
^thii
b (Kc)
=
.000452 in,1000
ck
6(369,000)
This value is only about 6% different than the <L32 value. There
fore, it would appear that for a ring of this proportion, d/R = .44,
either the curved beam theory or the modified curved beam theory may be
used with excellent accuracy.
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Section 6 - Estimation of the Amount of Out-of-Round of a Ring Entering
a Quenching Press
We would like to be able to have a means of estimating how much a
ring is out of round as it comes out of the furnace and as it goes into
the quenching press. This quantity,which we will call =A+$B(see Fig. 7),will be
affected by many variables, such as how the part has been oriented in
the furnace, especially its location relative to the heating elements;
and also the rate at which the part has been brought to temperature
and the length of time it has been held at this temperature. The means
of transferring the part from the furnace to the quench press and the
length of time required for this transfer will also have an effect on
a . These many variables and many others can make for the possibility
of considerable variation of o .
Due to the many difficult to define variables, it was decided to
collect some data from the uses of Gleason quenching presses and then
use that data to fit an empirical relation between , the outside dia
meter Do, and the inside diameter Di .
When several Gleason quenching press users were contacted, it was
found that none of them had ever made measurements of S , due to the
difficulty of measuring the runout of a hot part. Data was available
though for parts that had been heat treated and then either furnace
cooled or pit cooled. It would be expected that the amount of out of
round would probably be greater for parts that had cooled down to room
temperature as compared to what it would have been had the part been
taken directly from the furnace and quenched.
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In an attempt to come up with a relationship to estimate it would
be expected that the larger the ring was, the greater S would be. Also,
it would seem that the greater the radial thickness, the stiffer the
ring would tend to act, and as a result would tend to keep the amount
of out of round lower. Therefore, the expression we want should be
f-c. ^ C6.D
Using the available data from pit cooled parts, the constants were
evaluated as follows :C1
=
.0041, Kj = 1.0 and K2 = 1.5. Thus, equation
(6.1) becomes
=
.0041 -5f-, (6,2)
It would be more convenient to have equation (6.2) in terms of the out
side diameter Do and the inside diameter Di rather than the mean diameter
Dm and the radial thickness d. Making this change would give
S-
.0041
(Do + Di)/2 C6-3)
(Do - Di)
i>b
2
Figure 6 is a plot of equation (6.3) for Do from 20 inches to 50
inches and Di from 12 inches to 46 inches.
Therefore, I may be estimated using equation (6.3) or by using
Figure 6.
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Section 7 - The Effect of the Static Friction Between the Expander
Cone and the Die Segments
Figure 2 shows the construction of a typical Gleason quenching
press set up for a ring gear. The internal load is applied to the bore
by the following means. The expander piston drives the expander cone
downward, which will drive the expander segments, 10, radially outward
until the internal diameter of the ring is contacted and an equilibrium
is established.
Figure 30 shows the free body diagrams of the expander segments
and the expander cone at this point in the machine cycle. Summing the
forces in the y direction on the expander cone we get
i F
'
= - FE + 2 (Nsin | +/< N cos f ) = 0 (7.1)
where// is the coefficient of friction.
Summing the forces in the X and y directions on one of the die
segments we get
2.F11
= - W + N cos | - Nsin|vuNv = 0 (7.2)
FH
=-N + N sin | +/<N cos | = 0 (7.3)
From equations (7.1), (7.2), and (7.3) we may determine a ratio
between FF and W for various cone angles, 6. For a cone angle of
60
and assuming a coefficient of friction of 0.2, the value of FE/W would
be 2.16. This says that for every pound we wish to exert in the radial
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direction on the ring the expander piston must supply 2.16 pounds force
in the vertical direction.
After the expander has reached this equilibrium position the
quenching oil begins to flow over the part, which causes the ring to
begin to contract. Figure 31 shows the free body diagrams of the
expander segments and the expander cone at this point in the machine
cycle. The static friction between the expander cone and the expander
segments will cause the force W to increase until the expander cone is
forced to begin to move vertically upward. The force FE remains
constant. The free body diagrams in Figure 31 differ from those in
Figure 31 only by the direction of the friction forces. Summing the
forces in the y direction on the expander cone we get:
XFx = "FE + 2 (N s1n I _>LN cos | ) = C7.4)
Summing the forces in the X and y directions on one die segment
we get:
^F11
= - W + N cos f+/iN sin | + yK Ny = 0 (7,5)
SFj1
= - Nv + N sin | -y<.N cos | =0 (7.6)
Now we may determine a ratio between Fr and W when the ring is
contracting using equations (7.4), (7.5) and (7.6). In this case for a
cone angle of
60
and assuming a coefficient of friction of 0.2, the
value of FF/W would be .634. This means that during quenching just
before the expander cone begins to start moving upward only .634 pounds
need be exerted by FF to produce one pound force at W.
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It has been found that for thin walled parts, i.e. those with Do/di<
1.35, that the temperature drop of the part during quenching required to
cause the expander cone to begin to start backing out of the expander
segments is of the order of several hundred degrees F. At these lower
temperatures the yield strength may be three to five times greater (see
Figure 17). This marked change in yield strength is largely due to the
transformation that occurs at approximately 1330F. Thus, even though
a large force W is exerted on the ring at the time 'the expander cone
starts to move back, the strength of the material has increased so much
that the real correction action for thin walled parts occurs before the
quench oil enters the die.
On the other hand, for the case of thick wall parts, i.e. those
with Do/Di> 1.35, it has been found that the temperature drop of the
part during quenching required to cause the expander cone to begin to
start backing out of the expander segments is only in the tens of
degrees F. For these small temperature changes the variation in the
properties of the steel is \/ery slight (see Figure 17) . Therefore, for parts
with large radial wall thickness the most significant force to cause
correction in the shape of the part occurs after the part has begun to
contract. This force can be as much as 3.4 times greater than the force
applied before the quenching begins.
Thus, we have seen that for thin walled parts, Do/Di <1.35, the
bore shape connection occurs before quenching begins while the die segments
are expanding and therefore additional force must be applied by the
expander cylinder to overcome this resisting friction to produce the
desired force on the part.
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For thick walled parts, Do/Di>1.35, the bore correction occurs
as the ring begins to contract around the die. In this case the fric
tional forces tend to increase the load applied to the bore of the part
and therefore less force must be applied by the expander cylinder.
This effect has been summarized in a tabular form in Table 2, where
Cp is the ratio of FE/W. The coefficient of friction has been assumed
to be Q.2.
Friction Factor
Table 2
Cone*
Angle
Thick
Do/Di>l,35
Thin
Do/Di*l,35
30
40
60
.127
,296
.634
1.10
1.39
2.14
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Section 8 - Comparison of the Proposed Method with Present Production
Case Histories
Data has been collected on a number of parts in the 23 to 35 inch
diameter range. This data will be used to compare with the forces re
commended by the procedure outline in "The Summary of a New Procedure",
Two cases will be studied. The first is for a typical bevel gear,
having a relatively small axial thickness and a large radial thickness,
The second case is more like a thin walled tube, having a large axial
thickness and a small radial thickness.
Case 1
This part shown in Figure 32 is similar to Drawing A of Figure 3
where,
Do = 31.72
Di = 20.0
A = 1.88
B = 3.76
Jr. = A
+ B
= 2.82
b 2
The part will be direct quenched from the furnace at 1550F.
Therefore, the following material properties will be used:
E = 10 x
IO6
P.S.I.
(T = 5900 P.S.I.
1. W = 2350 lbs from Figure 4,
2. ?. =- 1.59
KF = 405,000 lbs. /in. /in. from Figure 5.
?ie
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3. 6 = .0075 in. from Figure 6.
i\ p _ /KF 2000 E1 A * c
wy <ry
sxio6
p _ .0075 (405,000) 2000
L
2350 5900
lOxlO6
8xl06
5. Cp = 1 from Figure 8.
6. 6= 40
=
.55
Cp = .296 from Table 2.
p = KE TE Cp CF x E
AE
8xlQ6
p = 405,000 (2.82) (.0075) (1) (.296) x 10x1!. = 49<5 p.s. IE 0..1/-16
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8x10'
It has been found from experience that an expander pressure of
40 P.S.I. will give good shape control while minimizing the bore growth.
By using Pp = 40 P.S.I. it has been found that the runout of the bore
after quenching was .003 inches.
The value of P, = .55 says that when the ring has been sufficiently
loaded to deform it from a .0075 out of round shape to a circular shape
we have only loaded the point of maximum stress to 55% of its yield strength.
Therefore, if the analysis and the material properties used here are
correct there should no shape correction of the ring during quenching,
i.e.when the bore load is released the ring should have ,0075 inch
runout.
Also, it should be noted that the expander pressure estimated above
is 24% higher that found in actual practice.
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To see what would happen if we had used 13QQ P.S.I, as the yield
strength rather than 590Q P.S.I,, case 1 will be recalculated.
2, L Same as above
Pl B t_ x _2000_ x E
Wy fy 8x
IO6
p = .0075 (405,000) x 2000 x 10 x
IO6
.= 2 4gL
2350 1300 8 x IO6
5. C_ = .78 from Figure 8.
p
Same as above
TE f Cp CF xKrE " u * 7~6
Ar
8x10'
p = 405,000(2.82) (.0075) (.78) (.296) x 10 x
IO6
= 38 6 p s jE
64 8 x
IO6
When using (f = 1300 P.S.I., P, has now increased to 2.49. This3
y L
means that yielding would begin when the shape of the runout had been
deformed by .003 and by the time the ring was rounded up the deflection
of the ring was 2.49 times the deflection required to initiate yielding.
Also, using the (T = 1300 P.S.I. gave a calculated expander pressure
much closer, within 4% of the value found by experience.
Case 2
This part as shown in Figure 33 has been divided into four sections
to determine the effective radial thickness d . This will be
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done by finding an equivalent effective moment of inertia IE as
follows:
I = Tl
di3
=
5.313(1. 055)3
= 52Q
12 12
t -_ l2l = -807(1.
90)3
= m
12 12
Io = T3 d3 = .86(1. 205)3 =.125
12
12
I4 = T4 d4 =
2.14(.66)3
=
.051
12 12
I =1.158
in.4
IF=^^
t
12
solving for dp
*.- :-^
V TE
From Figure 32 TE = 9.12
3/1.158(12) = 1-m
L
\/ 9.12
Therefore, the ring shown in Figure 33 is equivalent to the ring shown
in Figure 34.
The part will be direct quenched from the furnace at 1550F. There
fore, the following material properties will be used.
E = 10 x
IO6 P.S.I.
(J"= 5900 P.S.I.
Q** ^
L02
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1. W - 122 from Figure 4
2. 00=^00 =1J1
Di 20.698
K = 5,200 from Figure 5.
3. d = .073 from Figure 6
wy n<ry "sxio6
_ .073(5200) 2000
122 59Q0
x
10 x
IO6
8 x IO6
= 1.318
5. C = .98 from Figure 8
6. 0=40
7. P = KE tfcP CF x
-
6AE 8 x 10
p _ 5200(9.12) (.073) (.98) (,139) 10 x
IO6
=92p,S.i,
E
64 8 x
IO6
It has been found from experience with this part that an expander
pressure of 42 P.S.I. will give good shape control while minimizing
the bore growth. By using Pp = 42 P.S.I, it has been found that the
runout of the bore after quenching was .006 - .010 inches.
Again as in Case 1 the estimated expander pressure is substantially
greater that the pressure that is being used. Also, the above analysis
indicates that plastic deformation does not being to occur until the
ring has been elastically deformed .055 in. It would then be expected
that the runout in the bore after quenching should be .055 or greater.
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Once again these two factors indicate that a lower yield strength should
be used.
If we analyze Case 2 using a yield strength of 1300 P.S.I. we get
the following.
4. P = -^ x
2000
x
E
Wy <T
8xl06
073(5200)
x
2000
x
10 x IO6
= 5 g8
122 1300 8 x IO6
5. Cp = .46
6. Same as above
7. P = ke te S cp CFY
AE
8xl06
,6
p = 5200(9.12) (.073) (.46) (1.39) x 10 x
10
= 43 p s jE
64 8 x IO6
When we use (T = 1300 P.S.I. the estimated expander pressure
compares very closely to that found in practical experience. Also,
the amount of plastic deformation is much closer to that which must be
experienced to obtain the low bore runouts that result.
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Section 9 - Effects Not Covered
During quenching of a ring part in a quenching press there are many
processes occurring simultaneously. It has been attempted to model the
most important of these processes into the present investigation; while
other processes that are known to have an effect in quenching have not
fully been taken into consideration. Some of these processes will be
discussed in this section.
9.1 Transformation Stress Due to Dilatation.
A carburized part being quenched undergoes a number of metallurgical
processes that vary with time, location within the part and the alloy
content. The most important is the transformation from austenite to
martensite. During this transformation the material expands as shown
in Figure 35. The amount of expansion that takes place during the
transformation and the temperature at which the transformation occurs
is a function of the carbon content of the steel at that particular
point. In a carburized part the carbon content may vary from 1.20% near
the surface to .20% in the core of the part.
Many investigators have reported the volume changes associated with
the martensite transformation.
"
The volume expansion may range
from 1.3% for a .20% carbon level to 4.2% for a 1.2% carbon level.
Additional complication is added to the situation by the fact that
as the carbon content increases, the temperature at which the austenite
to martensite transformation begins and ends decreases. For many carbon
contents the temperature at which the transformation would be complete
is below room temperature; which means that if the part is only
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Figure 35 Typical Dilatation Curve for a .20% Carbon Steel
Showing the Contraction of Austenite (1-2), the
Expansion Due to a Phase Change (2-3) and the
Contraction of Martensite (3-4).
(From Burnett^ )
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quenched to room temperature, a certain percentage of the material will
be retained as austenite.
In addition to the complexity caused by having a varying alloy con
tent across the part is the fact that the cooling rate varies across
the part. In order to get an austenite to martensite transformation,
the cooling rate must be in excess of a certain rate which is a function
of the alloy of the steel. Slower cooling rates would produce transfor
mations involving austenite to intermediate products such as pearl ite
and/or bainite which would produce volume changes different from the
austenite to martensite transformation.
Due to the complexity of these metallurgical phenomenon, they have
not been incorporated into the new method of estimating quenching press
bore loads even though it is known that these phenomenon produce
significant stresses.
9.2 Thermal Stresses
The various cooling rates at differing locations in the part not
only cause difficulties in modeling the metallurgical processes, but
in addition cause thermal stress. These thermal stresses caused by the
temperatures in the part have not been accounted for in this present
investigation even though stress causing plastic deformation may be
produced by thermal means.
9.3 Interaction Between the Main Ram Force and the Bore Load
During the quenching of a part in a quenching press, not only is
it attempted to hold the bore round but it is also desired to hold the
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part flat. The main ram is used to place an axial load on the part
(see Figure 2 of the introduction). As the part contracts, this axial
force pressing the part against the table acts as a normal force pro
ducing a frictional force that opposes the contraction of the ring.
It has been observed in practice that if the main ram force is too
large, the bore of the part will be enlarged even though the expander
pressure has not been excessive,
9.4 Depth of Case Relative to the Cross Section
The depth of the case relative to the cross section can have an
effect on how the part will move during quenching and the resulting
transformation. As the cross section gets smaller relative to the
case depth, the case has a tendency to expand the section as it trans
forms.
9.5 Material Properties During Transformation
The material properties, especially the yield strength, may be
substantially lower during the time when the atoms are being rearranged
during transformation. It is not unlikely that during transformation
the yield strength could be less that it would be at a somewhat higher
temperature when the material is in a completely austenite state. This
effect is sometimes employed in forging and is called superplasticity.
9.6 Creep
It is not unlikely that creep does have an influence on the load
required to give the proper shape control in large parts, A part fifty
inches in diameter may require fifteen to twenty minutes of quenching
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time. This amount of time may be sufficient to cause some creep
relation not accounted for in this procedure.
9.7 Overview of Effects not Covered.
These effects fall into two separate categories. The first
(Sections 9.1 - 9.4) has the effect of adding hoop stresses; while the
other effect (sections 9.5 - 9.6) changes the effective yield strength
of the material. The additional hoop stresses will tend to cause the
bore size to be enlarged during quenching; while the lowering of the
yield strength will allow for greater correction of the bore shape
with lower forces. From the two test cases studed in Section 8 it is
clear that this second effect is a very significant one. Although the
exact cause for the significantly lower apparent yield strength is not
known; it would seem that until this is more fully understood, a yield
strength of 1300 P.S.I. could be used for common case hardening steels
quenched from 1550F.
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Section 10 - Conclusions
1. A new procedure has been developed to estimate the bore loads
necessary for proper shape control when quenching rings in a quenching
press with an expanding segmented die.
2. As illustrated in Section 8, this new procedure works quite
successfully when a yield strength of 1300 P.S.I. is used for parts
quenched from 1550F.
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Section 11 - Recommendations
1. For the convenience of the users the method outlined here should
be made into a computer program; as using a program would be easier than
trying to read values off of four graphs and two tables, to be used in
several calculations. The input for the computer program would consist
of information about the size and configuration of the parts and also
information about the die design. With this information, the computer
program would be used to calculate the values thatotherwise would be
read off the graphs and tables and would make the calculation of the
estimated expander pressure. Such a program could be made available to
customers to give them a starting value for the expander pressure for
parts they have had no previous experience with.
2. To better understand the quenching process, further investiga
tion should be made into the reasons for the apparent low yield strength
of the material during quenching.
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Section 13 - Appendix A
Program Listing and Instructions for Determining the Load Required
to Produce Yielding in Rings with Point Loading.
This program may be used as is on a Hewlett Packard 67 or Hewlett
Packard 97 programmable calculator.
,-j ~. A
n. l *LbLi-L
C . 2 STOh
003 klM
004 -
605 ROLE
777 F-CLh
'
lJ
;' -
005 T
(ilV- 3 TOE
"
5 Bl LH
Ml h'r,
81 B LL
01? X
026 Chi
022 RT-
022 T
023
ft 'rL Crii
63J
632
833
e.34
277'
636 f-.CLh
Urd
035
64 0
04i
042
047
r i
fcL-U
t-.i-t-L
'ri.'.ii
y-
t.
This program listed here solves the following equation:
07.. 2TT b Ri
w =
- max y
i
In M
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Table 3
Instructions For the Use of Program A
Step Instructions
Input
Data/Units
1 Key in program or load
side one of tape
2 Store outside radius Ro
3 Store negative yield
strength ry
4 Store axial thickness
of the ring b
5 Enter inside radius Ri
Keys
IULI
isTajci
fSTOlEl
Output
Data/Units
Wu
To reexecute the program it is only necessary to do steps 2, 3, or 4
if their value has been changed.
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Section 14 - Appendix B
Program Listing and Instructions for Determining the Elastic Stiff
ness of a Ring with Point loads Across it Diameter
This program may be used on a Hewlett Packard 67 or 97 programmable
calculator. The program listed below solves the following equation:
K - E (Ro
-
Ri)3
<RoRi) [1^_ 2)+ 1h(2
where KA = 1+ -I + 1,22EIAR' GAR'
ARd GAR^
and K, and Ku are given in Table 1,v H 3
Experimental Correction Factors
13
d/R .26 .33 .40 .46 .52 .57 .62
Ro/Ri 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9
KH 1.05 1.115 1.175 1.225 1.275 1.325 1.360
KV 1.03 1.055 1.090 1.114 1.155 1.180 1.225
The values of Ku and K, from Table 1 are to be stored in the primary
n V
and secondary registers 1-9 respectively. It is also necessary to
store in the memory registers 0 and E the material properties Poisson's
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ratio (V) and the tensile modulus of elasticity (E). For convenience,
this data to be stored in the memory has been stored on a magnetic
data tape, as shown in Table 5.
Data Tape for Program B
Table 5
Primary Memory Secondary -Memory
0.3t! t"
1.00 1
i.00
i.05 w'
i 4 -^ A
i 4
t~
i i o
c
'.'
. 0
L'
0.00 h,
0.00 c
0.00 D
S800000. 00
"
fi.00 i
2 L'v
i. 02
2. K'-L
t
1
BS
j7,'
*
i i
1
1 . it
1
i t
1 23
6. j -i -.
0, i L'&
0,,00
0,,00
S00000C, 00
0.,00
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Instructions for the Use of Program B
Table 4
Input Output
Step Instructions Data/Units Keys Data/Units
1 Key in data as listed above
or load side 1 and side 2 of
data tape.
2 Key in program or load side
1 and side 2 of program tape.
Note: If it is desired to use the
material properties stored
on the data card, skip steps
3 and 4.
3 Store Poisson's ratio ISTOlH
4 Store tensile modulus E IsTolB
5 Enter the outside radius Ro 0 Ro
6 Enter the inside radius Ri. ft/Si Kr
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Program Listing for Determining the Elastic
Stiffness of a Ring with Point Loads
002 S^ZE
Be:- F./i
604 STCTi
05 T
60C J_
00T
,
00S
66?
c-
02 0 h'i ;
"
yl 2 '70t
812 K(.-i_E'
8l3 CLh
'*
-
615 T
02t i
tT*_ ;
022 ^
62? T
03.0 ;tg:
62 2 P0i_*
622 P0L5
023 +
024
025 T
ri
^' Xz
02 7 P0LE
I_. KhLh
y^f pr/_r
fiM'T Fii/I
635 Fi
03.0 2
037 N7f
03S i?CLD
03S j-
040 P0L0
642 i
842 T
k~ 4 -j ^
6-4 ,
t:4t 4
04t'
047 RCLD
848 x
8*9 T
050 A
051
052 -9-
053 ^
054 7f
855 Fi'
856 T
857 -
058 RCLE
051? RCLh
0t"0 T
861 ^
0t2 .
863 A
864 nf r .
005
V'-*:..-'
0 L
607 t'
655 X
00? DSF6
070 RMu
072 DSF2
072 STuI
673 RCli
074 F2.
075 K7
876 T
077 F
070 ST06
V9 pr;
080 rcl;
881 A
002 t-
283 -
8S4 701
8S5 ^
0S't EN7f
037 pcl:
08S -
08? I
ffQR EH72
891 PCL6
892 +
893 ^
894 .
895 4
896 7.
897 RCLD
89S X
829 -
200
llil f
182
183 EH71
184 pi
* *=? 4-
186 U -* '.
'
j't+- j
18? -
2 08 RCL i
26? r
220 prs
222 PCL6
222 prs
1 -; i
i i Lf +
114 RL
225 RCLB
116 4-
:*-?
.-
i tL
1 1 f-: f
1 *
'
ii.7 3
200 jr'X
222
222 RCLC
A -- '.'-*'..'
ij.;- rt*- t
I'd4
125
126
.
'"-^ RCLE* w f
i \'0
22? P/ :
2 36 iLE^i
1 OrL
!3i K- -
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Section 15 - Appendix C
Loading, Deflection, and Stresses in a Ring Modeled by the Finite
Element Method
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